ALL OUT FOR PEACE

World war rages now!

Neither the United States nor any other nation can isolate itself from the world today.

It is criminal even to desire isolation if the United States can take positive action for peace.

The United States can take positive steps for peace by leading the democratic nations of the world in economic ISOLATION OF THE AGGRESSORS.

The Soviet Union, the greatest force for peace in the world today, has already provided the mechanism for such ISOLATION OF THE FASCISTS by calling the democracies to conference for peace.

The Student Peace Strike in the United States is the American counterpart of student battalions in Spain and China. We American students must carry on the glorious democratic tradition established by our Chinese and Spanish brothers by making this year's peace strike the most determined and most effective demonstration for peace in the history of our country.

The Young Communist League at Hunter College wholeheartedly supports the strike call issued by student council.

Independently we call on all Hunter Students to STRIKE FOR PEACE***APRIL 27.

PASS THE O'CONNELL AM.
BOYCOTT JAPANESE GOODS
DEFEAT LODLOW AMENDM.
DEFEAT WINSON BILL

MEETING - APRIL 27
7:30 P.M.
141 E. 29 St.

THE Y. C. L. ON
THE CAMPUS

YOUNG COMM. LEAGUE
AT HUNTER COLL.